Driving Forward
with X-Sight
Journey to the Cloud

IT’S A BALANCING ACT
We pick and choose apps to make our
lives easier every day. What if we could
enjoy that same choice in fighting financial
crime?
Financial crime industry teams need a full
view of entity risk, all in one place, to show
the customer lifecycle across accounts
and events.

Break down silos

with a best-of-breed approach

BREAK THE LIMITS WITH X-SIGHT
With the first financial crime
platform-as-a-service, finally your
team has choices:
Choice in

Integrate third-party
elements and services

Choice in

Bring your own analytics
or build them

Choice in

Connect the dots
from data sources

DATA
ANALYTICS
SERVICE

A NEW LEVEL OF AGILITY
A move to the cloud means there's no
need to replace technology as soon as
it’s outdated. Instead, your technology
can adapt with the cloud, creating
agility in innovation.

THE FUTURE STATE OF FINANCIAL CRIME AND
COMPLIANCE BEGINS TODAY
With X-Sight, build your own
data-driven machine learning models
with just a few clicks, or opt for a
fully managed machine learning
analytics-as-a-service solution.

Either way, X-Sight
complements your
on-premise solutions for a
total view of customer risk.

Transform your portfolio with X-Sight:
The possibilities are endless.
Start Your Journey
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About NICE Actimize
NICE Actimize is the largest and broadest provider of financial crime, risk and compliance solutions for regional and global financial institutions, as well as government regulators.
Consistently ranked as number one in the space, NICE Actimize experts apply innovative technology to protect institutions and safeguard consumers and investors assets by identifying
financial crime, preventing fraud and providing regulatory compliance. The company provides real-time, cross-channel fraud prevention, anti-money laundering detection, and trading
surveillance solutions that address such concerns as payment fraud, cybercrime, sanctions monitoring, market abuse, customer due diligence and insider trading.
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